
UCSC Tiny House Design Lab 
Portable Campus  
1. Provide hands on Virtual Design and 

Construction teaching opportunity
2. Show functional potential of small portable 

structures
3. Create an indoor/outdoor teaching  

environment



Portable Campus Featuring 

The Sun Room
by Alexander Wand 

The Kettle House 
by Susanne Lee

Engineering Design 
by Clément Bret 

UCSC Instructor and Internship Sponsor
Thomas Rettenwender, Architect 



The Sun Room

A Meditation Space and Sunrise Sonification Instrument 



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1xRpV7FNLlorF6HXwv9iOS23PhJAv_WhN/preview


● Half circle structure, modelled after the sunrise
● Camera obscura that projects an image of the sun.
● The Sun Room as a sunrise sensor musical instrument



The Camera Obscura is an ancient optical device that consists of a 
darkened room with light admitted through a single tiny hole that projects 

an image of the outside environment onto the opposing wall.
`







The Kettle 
Sustainable Tiny House Kitchen







What Makes ‘The Kettle’ Sustainable?

● Provide reusable utensils & eco-friendly products ONLY
● Energy-saving appliances
● Provide sanitation essentials
● Energy from solar panels (natural resources)
● Reduce carbon emissions
● Sustainable & repurposing materials



AUTO
CAD

15FT (L) X 8FT (W) X 7-10FT (H) 

TOTAL SQUARE FEET: 120 FT^2



-



- Windows all around the perimeter to allow natural sunlight in throughout the day 

- Slanted roof to angle solar panels

- Pallet wood within interior design (free resource, central part of the design)

- Wood, metal, vinyl siding for exterior design







Conclusions

Both projects are not your typical tiny house.

The Sun Room
- Incorporates music instrument design and sustainable architecture
- Creates a synesthetic experience by translating the sunrise into sound 
- Provides a unique space for UCSC students to take a meditation break

The Kettle 
- Displays sustainable living (by using alternative technologies)
- Demonstrate an efficient way to repurpose materials 
- Acts as a kitchen in nature (Great space to unwind and relax) 



Thank You! 
Any Questions, Comments, or Concerns?


